Kurslitteratur HT2019

Literature, Autumn term 2019

Avancerad nivå/Advanced level

NEKN21 Advanced Microeconomic Analysis

Supplementary material

NEKN22 Economic and Financial Decision Making


Supplementary material

NEKN31 Advanced Econometrics

Supplementary material


NEKN32 Mathematical Methods, Advanced Level


Supplementary material
NEKN41 Advanced Macroeconomic Analysis

Supplementary material

NEKN43 Applied International Macroeconomics

Supplementary material

NEKN51 Economic Evaluation

Supplementary material

NEKN65 Advanced Health Economics
A set of articles

*Recommended literature:*

NEKN71 Advanced Course in Economic Integration
A set of articles

NEKN73 Advanced Development Economics

Supplementary material

NEKN81 Foundations of Finance

Supplementary material
**NEKN82 Empirical Finance**

Supplementary material

**NEKN92 Financial Econometrics**


Supplementary material

**NEKN93 Theory of Corporate Finance**

Supplementary material

*Useful background literature:*

**NEKP21 Microeconomics – Individual Choice**

Supplementary material

**NEKP51 Advanced Public Economics**

Supplementary material